CANNES 2014 Market/Italy
Coccinelle Film makes its move at the Marché

by CAMILLO DE MARCO

18/05/2014 - CANNES 2014: Coccinelle Film Placement has sold the rights to Francesca Muci’s debut, Love Is Not Perfect, to a South Korean distributor.

Coccinelle Film Placement has just sold, during the current Cannes Film Market, all rights to Francesca Muci’s debut film, Love Is Not Perfect, to Mediasoft Films in South Korea. The movie, a romantic drama, is produced by R&C Produzioni, an established Italian production company associated with Ferzan Ozpetek’s movies, among many others, and Rai Cinema.

(The article continues below - Commercial information)

In addition, the sales agent is securing deals to give the rights for Love Is Not Perfect and The Game of Truth to another distributor in Japan. The latter film is a Russian comedy based on the famous French play by Philippe Lellouche.
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